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EDITORIAL
My earliest memory of WWII is when I was with my mother on a cold grey
railway platform. She was very angry and I suppose frightened because
she had never left Wales before and my father was not there to meet her; I
still remember the relief when this lovely smiling man appeared in a
strange rough uniform to take us to a bungalow in Bishops Waltham.
At night in my cot, [I was 2yrs old], at the foot of their bed, I could hear
loud banging noises and on asking what it was, my father told me to go to
sleep because it was only Southampton playing football. However one
night, we all climbed out of the window onto the Common to join
hundreds of people looking up to the sky. My father was carrying me and I
could see streams of light, the silhouette of planes, balloons floating
overhead, short tracers of light and hear short bangs to be followed by loud
explosions. People were crying and screaming and I still remember them
shouting, “Get the b…….”
Soon it was back to bed and as daddy slipped me down into the warmth
suddenly all hell broke loose as the landlady’s cat emerged screaming and
scratched me from the top of my leg to the bottom. I wonder why I like
dogs better than cats!
Describing this to my grandchildren one day I realized that these memories
are precious and I am part of the last generation to have experienced the
war.
Our Committee liked the idea of asking members of our Group to
contribute their experiences and so the 29th Journal has been produced.
Each story is different and valuable, recounting the experiences of many of
the members who have contributed. Some accounts have been edited but
the full versions will be put on the Henley Archaeological and Historical
Website. We will also send copies to the Imperial War Museum and British
Library.
Pam Syrett
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Pam Syrett, nee Lewis, our Chairman, in the arms of her father, William,
after his evacuation from Dunkirk.
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Rachel Adams
I spent a lot of the war being sent to relatives or friends in Yorkshire as
my father had to be in London, him being a journalist we lived in
London. Away from bombs being the idea, my Mother and I arrived in
Sheffield the night of the blitz there!
These long stay visits meant
being a pupil at various
schools, including one in Hove
with the family during the
“doodle bugs” There at the
great age of nine I was
expected to teach other
members of the class their
times tables, the form mistress
being surprised that I knew
more than 3 times 3.
I do remember a visit to
Blackpool, which would have
been earlier, with my Mother
and Aunt, to see my uncle who
was in the RAF and on some
Course there. He became a rear
gunner in Lancaster bombers
but I only recall walking along
the promenade with him in his
Air- force uniform.
However when I was home
there were occasions which I will never forget. We had a brick- built
shelter in the garage which was there when we moved into the house.
It was used to store garden furniture, wood for the fire and various
other items that had no home. Also of course there were spiders;
therefore it was never used as an air-raid shelter which was its
purpose.
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There were heavy anti- aircraft guns not too far away, which made
much noise and sometimes caused windows to crack.
My Mother and I were known to stand on the front porch steps
watching the dog-fights in the sky, It almost seemed as though the
planes were over the park just across the road from our house and it
was really exciting. The aircraft were clearly picked out by the
searchlights and the following morning I would find bits of shrapnel
and two kind of anti radar ribbon in the garden.
On one occasion we had a Naval Officer friend of my parents staying.
He would not come and watch with us because it was “too
dangerous” I never did understand why he thought this because he
was in charge of a mine sweeper which seemed to me much more
dangerous.
Then of course came the V2’s. Nothing we could do to avoid those. I
remember walking home from school some times and hearing large
bangs in the not too far distance.
At one stage we had visitors from the American Army. There were
generally two of them and they would never accept even a cup of tea.
We discovered that they had been told that they must not accept any
refreshments from their English hosts because of rationing. I believe
Mother did persuade them that they were welcome to something to
drink. They were so friendly and interesting- and they always brought
me some chocolate or sweets!
At last came VE day and I was allowed a celebration gift – a kitten called
Vicky.
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David Anderson
I was born on July the 14th1940 and so some of the earlier ‘recollections’ are
based on hearsay. We lived in Sandhurst [where the Military College is]
which in those days was just a village and surprisingly during the war we
could freely pass on foot or cycle through the College grounds to get more
convenient access to Camberley which was our local ‘town’.
During the early years of the war my father was in the Home Guard and
employed on war work on the construction of Blackbushe Airfield. He was
called up in 1942 when he must have been about 30 and went into the
Royal Artillery. He was sent to the Blackpool area for pre-embarkation
training during which I contracted diphtheria - my mother insisted that I
had had immunization but ineffective and that I had caught it from the
cesspool vent-pipe near where I would like to play. Her theory clearly
carried some weight since she obtained permission for our bungalow to be
connected to the mains drainage system despite the severe restrictions on
building work other than for the war effort. My father had been sent a
telegram and he was allowed a short pass to visit me but not before the
local police had called to check the facts and that Dad was not trying to
avoid going abroad.
It must have been near the end of the war that the two ladies who lived
next door moved to Bournemouth and my mother and I went to stay. I
recall visiting the beach where a small section of barbed wire had been
removed to permit bathing and paddling and for me to float my tin boat.
The pier had a central part removed to make it unusable for landing by the
enemy. Other memory flashes are of standing with my mother outside the
gate when an army truck of soldiers went by and a Mars bar landed at my
feet – a rare luxury.
I had started at the village school before Dad returned from Italy having
been in North Africa and then Italy via the Anzio landings – a difficult time
where his best mate was killed. I remember helping him unpack his kitbag
which seemed to contain large amounts of chocolate as the train had
passed through Switzerland and also mementos of his time in Venice. He
had been drafted into the Military Police there, a gentle inoffensive man in
a job usually associated with big hard men. The main task was to keep the
men out of the brothels.
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Ann H.G. Cottingham nee Rodger
Up to 1939 my father, mother, brother and myself had lived in Ealing
Common, London with my paternal grandmother. During the early 1930’s
my parents purchased a small house at Middleton on Sea between
Littlehampton and Bognor Regis which was used as a holiday home. When
the war began in 1939, we were there, listening to Neville Chamberlain’s
broadcast on the wireless.
My parents decided to stay permanently at Middleton, while my
grandmother decided to sell the London house and move to a cottage
which she owned at Brill, Buckinghamshire. My brother, who had been a
day boy at Westminster School, was evacuated with the school to
Hurstpierpoint near to Shoreham. I fortunately during the earlier summer
had gained a scholarship to the girls’ boarding school St Michaels, then at
Bognor Regis. I had had my eleventh birthday in July 1939, my brother Ian
was 13 in that same June.
My father who though aged 18 in 1914 was never accepted in the forces
since he had only one lung due to a childhood illness, so at the start of the
war in 1939 he immediately volunteered to become a Special Constable, at
that time the Home Guard did not exist. Perhaps we were fortunate; my
father once said that at the end of the 1914 war, only one other man who
was in his year at Westminster school was still alive.
The early years of the war were relatively quiet as everyone knows; at
school in Bognor we had a few visits to the air raid shelters built in the
garden, more to get us used to the idea rather than necessary.
Then in the spring of 1940 with the moves westward into France of Hitler’s
troops the evacuation of the south coast became vital. St Michaels School
decided to move to Penzance, Cornwall, at the same time Westminster
School decided to move again, to near Shrewsbury, Shropshire. My mother
who previously had a job as PR manager at Peter Jones, Slone Square, was
now a Civil Servant working for the Ministry of Food at Brighton. Before
we left the area with our schools, she arranged an emotional lunch with my
brother and me at Brighton, for as she said, she did not know whether we
would ever meet again.
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About this time my mother received an unexpected parcel at her office in
Brighton, it came from a Canadian who serving in the 1914 war had stayed
for a time with my maternal grandmother at her flat in Acton, the parcel
was in a box about one foot square and labelled clearly ‘Cheese’. It was
indeed cheese for the most part, but underneath was hidden a revolver
with accompanying bullets and a laconic message ‘Thought this might
come in useful’. The cheese plus revolver was taken home, and my father
who at that time was nightly patrolling the beach on a bicycle with only a
whistle and a truncheon gladly put the revolver in his pocket in case of
trouble, though he wasn’t sure he would be able to manage to use it.
Problems with the revolver came later, how to dispose of it, and eventually
it was handed in, long after the war, when the armistice on arms was
declared.
My father who had been out of work since about 1930 and whose interest
was in gardening decided to take over a couple of greenhouses which were
derelict, and used them to grow food, mainly radishes, tomatoes and
cucumbers. He made a great success of this and continued throughout the
war. I would often join him there, and because of the glass involved it was
decided that for air raids we should cross the road and take shelter in the
Southdowns Hotel, sometimes on bad occasions in the cellar. I was
therefore one of the first children to be allowed on Licensed Premises.
In May 1940 St Michael’s School having lost some pupils whose family did
not want them to go to Penzance, made the move using three large motor
coaches, into which were piled the remaining pupils, the members of staff,
food and luggage. It was a day long trip, including a detour due to the
bombing at Plymouth which was alongside the route. Arrival at Penzance
was exciting, as we didn’t know what it was going to be like; we found we
were to live in the Hotel Royal, a modern new hotel now empty due to the
war. However being five or perhaps six stories high the view was
impressive, St Michaels Mount in the bay was visible, as were much of the
coastline, and also much of the town. Soon after our arrival, the school
rented a house a little way away along the road called Ponsandane; this
was where our schoolrooms were to be. So every morning we went from
the hotel along the road for lessons and then back again in the evenings.
Even here we were not short of enemy activity, one memorable evening as
we walked along, an enemy aircraft swept along and started firing its
machine guns, we at once took refuge in the small houses along the road;
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no one was hurt. Another time I remember watching as a plane dropped a
fire bomb on one of the houses behind the hotel.
As one who was never keen on games, particularly lacrosse, the time at
Penzance was delightful, because of the lack of a games field we had to
make do with long country rambles following the many streams which
exist behind Penzance and the coast, a wonderful time.
The next year we moved again, this time to Ascot, to join temporarily with
Heathfield School. The reason for this was that Heathfield was a school
catering for the very wealthy and had been successful before the war;
however they lost many of their pupils due to them being removed and
sent to America at the beginning of the war. The same sort of depletion
affected St Michaels in 1940 since many thought Penzance too far away so
new pupils were few. The schools stayed together for three years; St
Michaels using dormitories which had previously been used by the
personal maids of the Heathfield pupils. It was from here in 1944 that we
watched the planes going to and from the Normandy beaches. The final
move of the school while I was with it was to the home of the Earl of
Selbourne, in Selbourne Hampshire, where we stayed for the last year of
the war, which was the last year I was at school, I left at the end of the
summer term 1945. One thing I remember about Selbourne were the
quantity of pictures in the house, hung one above the other by wires
suspended from picture rails. When it was windy at night the whole lot
would blow backwards and forwards, one learnt to sleep through it.
Another memory was the village church, where the organ had to be
pumped by hand, I received this task as I was the only six-former not in the
choir, I never could sing in tune.
Holidays from school in Penzance and then Ascot meant the train journey
to Paddington station, across London and then down to Bognor from
Victoria station. Although London was often bombed it was mostly at
night, so the journey to London was less dangerous and tedious than to go
the more coastal routes, where all the coastal towns were being badly hit,
especially Portsmouth, Southampton and Plymouth. One thing I remember
clearly is the crowded state of the train: the corridors were fully occupied
with troops travelling in all directions accompanied by their kit bags and
often weapons. To move down any train corridor was often a matter of
climbing over luggage or sometimes people who were sleeping.
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At home in the summer of 1940 my brother and I watched many combats
in the Battle of Britain, two big airfields were fairly close; Tangmere, an
R.A.F. station and Ford, which was for naval aircraft. Every morning we
would go into our garden and watch, or we would go down to the beach
top and watch from there, at the time the coast was not strongly fortified as
it was later to become, however the use of the beach itself was already
banned except for the space between the breakwaters, where bathing was
still allowed.
Later when fortifications were increased large amounts of barbed wire and
gun emplacements were put in place and I believe mines were laid, no one
could use the beach or its nearby routes; it was also a place full of troops of
various kinds.
The only place for bathing was the River Arun, at a spot about halfway
between Arundel and Littlehampton. The snag was that the Arun was a
very fast flowing river, I believe one of the fastest, so all one could do was
to launch oneself up river and then go with the stream till reaching a point
one could climb out and then walk back along the bank before repeating
the exercise. To get there one used the only transport available, bikes.
Bicycles were throughout the war used by everyone, as very few people
had petrol coupons.
I think it was in about 1941 that my mother was transferred by the Ministry
of food to deal with the whole area which included Sussex and Kent. In
order to do this she had to be mobile and have a car, she had never driven
but decided to learn. An elderly relative in Hove kindly loaned her the use
of her car which had been out of use due to no petrol for civilians or nonessential workers, it was an Austin Seven with a soft top. From then on my
mother was away driving. Sometimes she would take me with her and I
much enjoyed our trips to Tunbridge Wells and Dover. Her wartime
driving meant that she was able to slip easily after the war into a full
License [Many years later I used to claim that I was the only one with a
proper Driving License having taken a proper test. My late husband whom
I met and married in 1953, also had a wartime converted license, he was in
the R.A.F. a motor mechanic and his test was to get into a large lorry with a
mobile lighthouse trailer, incidentally covered by men wanting a lift, to
drive round an airfield and through a hanger, and then to the destination
required for the mobile lighthouse.]
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When home in Middleton at night I would often watch the enormous glow
in the sky caused by the bombing of Portsmouth and Southampton,
although we were about twenty five miles from Portsmouth. Middleton
was not a target but Nazi bombers would sometimes unload their bombs
on the coast before crossing the channel, if they had any remaining from
bombing further up the country. One would wake to the sound of bombs
exploding and then hold ones breath waiting for the next one; we had no
shelter or protection. Many years later I was to meet a resident of Henley
on Thames, John Crocker, who was a volunteer member of the Henley Fire
Brigade and during the bombing of Portsmouth and Southampton, the
Henley Brigade often travelled there to assist the fire fighting. He described
it as horrific. They also sometimes were called to London.
One of my most frightening moments in the war, was when I was in the
back garden at Middleton and heard the low approach of a plane, thinking
it was one of ours I looked up and to my dismay saw the black crosses on
the side of the plane. It was skimming the rooftops and so low I could
clearly see the gunner in the rear cockpit, we just stared at each other,
luckily he did not fire. I think they were just intent on crossing the coast as
fast as possible.

Ann (centre front) at Woodford House, Heathfield, 1943.
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John Crocker (Cynthia Robinson)
The following extract was compiled by Cynthia Robinson from notes made
by John Crocker relating to his memories of WWII. John’s early life at the
beginning of the C20 was the subject of an article in Journal No. 27 issued
in March 2013.
By the outset of WWII, John was living in Henley having taken over the
family’s business in Friday Street following the death of his father. Despite
other shoe repairers in the town, mostly working single handed, the
demand for shoes to be repaired continued throughout the war years. The
town had started filling up with evacuees, children initially and later adults
when the bombing started in 1940.
By this time, John was 35 years old and had had nineteen years’ service as a
volunteer fireman and at the outbreak of the war he was a retained fireman
and so carried on his business during the day. John’s day began before it
was light and, with just an hour for lunch, continued until 9 at night and
when required, going off to his fire duties at 10. During one particularly
busy period as his two staff members were not able to work overtime and
labour was in short supply, John took on two “half trained boys” from the
Wallingford training colony. Lodgings had to be found for the boys, but
one was caught red handed with a missing ring hanging down his trousers
inside from his braces, so he was returned to Wallingford.
Even at weekends much of his time was taken up with training exercises
but he would rather have been at home “to garden” – or he recalled
“Digging for Victory”. Sunday afternoons were spent with his wife and
children, the latter of whom he saw very little of during those years with
his working hours and fire brigade commitments. Toys were unobtainable
during the war but one Christmas John stayed at his workshop well into
the evening making dolls furniture out of leather scraps, including a table
and armchair and even a dresser with brass rivets for drawer handles.
Soon John’s two employees left to work elsewhere and he sought help from
military men then living in the town since they had their own boot repair
workshop and he managed to persuade a few to work for him in the
evenings when they finished work. Although good workers, these
arrangements never lasted long as the units moved on so John had to
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recruit new assistants and even went so far as sharing his house on one
occasion by dividing the house into two flats and sharing the kitchen and
bathroom.
Despite the continuing labour problems, John managed to continue his
business although he had to down tools every time the siren sounded for
the Blitz calls, or to fight fires locally or to attend the scene of plane crashes.
There were a number of farm and house fires during these years
particularly at Assendon Saw Mills, Halfridge House, Nettlebed, and
Ipsden House; some involved thatched houses.
The firemen were divided into two groups with one squad sleeping at the
station (in their clothes) every other night, with the cottage beside the
station being requisitioned for a watch room and sleeping quarters. The
squad on duty in the station was responsible for local calls and those off
duty had to come in on the siren to attend Blitz calls which took them as far
afield as Birmingham, Portsmouth and Southampton.
With the disruption to his business, the shoes awaiting repairs started to
increase so that at one point over 1000 pairs had accumulated, and with 50
pairs being a day’s work, John realised that he would have to close his shop
and refuse more work for two weeks to allow time to catch up. When he reopened there was a considerable queue outside his shop but despite the
additional assistance of an Irish woman at the counter, to take in and label
the shoes with a boy behind her tying on the labels, after two days he was
forced to close again.
After this busy period John needed a change of scene so, one Friday lunchtime, he caught a bus to Reading, and on to Whitley terminus from which
he walked the 18 miles or so to Basingstoke where he lodged for the night
at a pub before continuing to his sister’s house in Twyford, Hampshire.
After an overnight stay, he walked to Silchester where he caught a bus to
Reading and then on to Henley. This seemed to have been beneficial as
once back to work on the Monday morning, John referred to being
“refreshed”.
During one of his fire duties in Portsmouth John’s fire crew had
responsibility for protection of the Victory which had a bomb beside it, but
doing little damage to the ship. That night he and his colleagues were
given thin mattresses and slept on the middeck in front of Nelson’s cabin.
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He recalled breakfast the next morning on another ship, the Resolution
which was in dock for refitting, where he had the chance to buy chocolate
which was unobtainable home in Henley.
Plane crashes were a regular occurrence around Henley and John recalled
the scenes of death and destruction when he arrived at some of them. On
one occasion, a Wellington bomber came down in an orchard and the
contents of food, ammunition and guns had spilled out of the plane.
In the autumn of 1941 the National Fire Service was formed involving the
appointment of full time firemen, which made John’s life as a fireman
slightly easier as he was on duty at the station on one night in three. Much
of the work was relieved from him, such as dealing with a line of bombs
that had fallen along from Highlands Farm towards Shiplake Ferry.
With John working up to 80 hours a week either keeping Henley shod or
spending nights sleeping at the station, he reflected that he had little time
for keeping up to date with news about the war. In fact, he believed that he
could remember more of the first war when he was 10 – 14 than the second
war.

Specimen 1942 Clothing Card
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Ruth Gibson nee Stobäus
My early childhood in Stolpe-an-der-Oder and Wakendorf
I was born in Berlin and six years old when the 2 nd W.W. ended in May
1945. Nevertheless, I had spent a happy early childhood with my maternal
grandparents in a small village in the Mark Brandenburg, called Stolpe-ander-Oder, to which my sister Helga and I had been taken by my parents
when the bombing of Berlin began.
My grandparents’ small-holding
stood in a valley below some
huge sand dunes, covered in
grass and shaped into defensive
earthworks a 1000 years earlier,
crowned by a C13th stone and
brick donjon. This was our
adventure play- ground and
may be the reason for my love
of historic buildings and
Stolper Turm
archaeology. Earlier this castle
had been part of the defensive boundary between Pomerania, east of the
river Oder, belonging to the Danish kingdom, and lands to the west of the
Oder later known as the Mark Brandenburg (Mark has the same meaning
as Marcher lands in English – i.e. important border lands, held for the
Kings by Marcher lords).
Luckily for us Stolpe lying on the west side of the river Oder made it
possible to escape the Red Army’s advances from the east in the spring of
1945. We, that is my parents, grandmother, sister and I; my grandfather
stayed behind as he refused to abandon his livestock. It was some time
after the end of the war that we were told that he had been killed in his
farmyard, situated in the valley behind the earthworks, whilst feeding his
chickens, ducks and geese. He was struck by stray shrapnel from the
bombardment of the donjon, which must have seemed a threatening
fortification to the advancing Red Army as seen from the other side of the
Oder some two miles away. However, the historic earthworks and donjon
were not used for defence purposes and its 6 m thick brick walls survived
the shelling with little damage.
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The Turm, dominating the Iron Age earth works around it, the village and
canal. This would have been, and still is, a very dominant landscape
feature in the wide Oder flood plain.
I recall very little of our escape apart from the distant gun fire, but being
upset that I was allowed to take only one doll along. This doll always
remained my favourite, even when its china head broke and had to be
replaced later on with an inferior paste one.
We ended up in north Germany, in Schleswig-Holstein, not very far from
the Danish border, again in a small village called Wakendorf. We were
billeted on a retired farming couple, who were not best pleased having to
share their traditional farm house with us. This was an ancient Haubarge,
a name I discovered many years later during a visit to a Danish open-airmuseum. The Haubarge is a large, almost square building, which has all its
accommodation under one enormous reed roof, i.e. the barn and threshing
floor (called Diele), stables, cowshed, rabbit and hen coops, and small
bedrooms for masters and servants, a kitchen and living space arranged
along the walls of the impressive all-in-one steading. We slept in the
stables part of the building and I recall using the stone mangers as a
bedside table and having hot bricks wrapped in paper put on the straw
mattresses in the winter, as the empty stables with their stone cobbled
floors were bitterly cold.
It must have been mid-May 1945 by the time the British Army got round to
coming to our remote village; it seemed the first time the war or its
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consequences had touched its inhabitants. But I do clearly remember that
day; we were not at school, but kept at home, and the adults were all
nervously waiting in the Diele; that is my mother, grandmother and the
retired farmer and his wife. I also recall that the farmer’s dog, a black
German Sheepdog dog called Prince, had been locked into the adjoining
kitchen, probably as a precaution; as he was a keen guard dog and not
friendly towards strangers.
The moment the young British officer and his sergeant came through the
barn doors, with a kindly smile showing that they meant us no harm,
despite their pistols being evident, Prinz started to jump up at the glass
door panel barking fiercely. All the soldiers wanted was to search the
building for German soldiers in hiding and all would have been well had
the young officer not insisted on opening the kitchen door, despite shouts
of warning to the contrary. He had obviously grown up with dogs and was
used to dealing with them by just shouting ‘down’, but Prinz was having
none of it – maybe he did not understand English? The next thing we
knew is that Prinz was taking a bite out of the young officer’s arm.
Pandemonium and terror reigned - but only briefly. Nobody was shot, not
even the dog, although everybody expected it. All I recall is that my mother
rushed around with bandages and that the old farmer got out his best
Schnapps, carefully hidden until then, to steady the Tommies’ nerves (and
his own I suppose). I probably remember this so well, because the adults
never stopped talking about how lucky we had been to be under the
benevolent British Army’s control, not under that of the vengeful Red
Army’s.
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Graham Jones
On Friday, 1st September 1939, I was a 5-year old, enjoying a holiday in
Bournemouth with my parents and two older brothers. It was in the toy
department of Beales department store that I noticed my father talking very
seriously to another man. He then took my hand and said “We have to go
home” and our holiday came to a premature end. We hurriedly packed and
boarded the first available train to return home. We spent a dark miserable
night near Bristol whilst more important trains took priority and arrived at
our home in Ton Pentre in the Rhondda Valley on Saturday morning.
My father had been involved in the First World War. Initially, he had run
away from home to join the Royal Flying Co. Although he was under age,
his parents had had to “buy him out” because he had received some
education. As soon as he was old enough he joined the army. Wounded in
France, he returned to England to recuperate and be commissioned as a
Regular Army officer in 1917, serving in Egypt and Palestine. After the war
he trained as a Mining Engineer at the Treforest School of Mines and joined
the Territorial Army. Shortly before WWII his elder brother persuaded him
to resign from the Territorial Army. Had he not done so he would have
shipped out to Singapore and the Japanese Changi prisoner of war camp
with Wilfred Wooller, the most famous Welsh sportsman of that era.
In addition to his job as an Under Manager responsible for one half of the
combined Park and Dare collieries my father was very busy setting up an
unit of the Local Defence Volunteers, subsequently the Home Guard. I
remember thinking how smart he looked in his uniform with Sam Browne
belt, revolver with ammunition pouch containing live bullets and
sometimes a fine engraved ceremonial sword.
In September 1939 we were issued with Registration (Identity) Cards. Our
family was allocated XKEG 61-5. This was used for rationing etc., and
subsequently by the National Health Service.
When the school term started, pupils at my Infants School were allocated to
nearby houses so that when the sirens went we scattered to take shelter. I
also remember being issued with a gas mask. After two years I moved to
the Junior School and I could take shelter in my own nearby home with a
group of classmates. German air raids were directed mainly at the docks
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and industrial areas, but German aircraft frequently flew up the Rhondda
Valley after bombing Cardiff docks, occasionally getting rid of unused
bombs. We simply sheltered under the staircase, but one of my uncles had
a steel dining table, which doubled as an air raid shelter. My father took me
a few times to see downed aircraft; virtually buried in the peaty soil, or the
occasional bomb crater, with their nauseating smell.
We had a motor car; a Standard Big Nine. With petrol unobtainable and
garage rent to pay, it was quickly scrapped. The 8-day Jaeger clock was
kept and given pride of place on the mantelpiece in a veneered wood case.
Throughout the war we holidayed close to home in Porthcawl. The harbour
was a base for high speed air sea rescue launches used to rescue air crew
from the sea. I remember well the fabulous sound of their engines.
My mother’s older sisters lived nearby and I had five older male cousins
who served during the war. We had a constant stream of visitors in
uniform who told such interesting tales and contributed greatly to my
knowledge of Geography. One special treat was dried bananas from
Algeria. As a family we were fortunate that all came home safely. My
brothers were too young to serve during the war, but both did National
Service after the war when they were 18. I went to University at age
seventeen and could postpone my National Service. By the time I
graduated National Service was ending and there were more useful things
to be done with my education and time.
With three usually ravenous boys, rationing was a problem. My mother
hated the taste of margarine and I share her view to this day, but homemade marmalade could disguise the taste of almost anything.
My father was appointed manager of a pit in the Afan Valley and we
moved to a larger house and garden in Cymmer Afan. Freed of his Home
Guard duties, my father took on an allotment as part of the “Dig for
Victory” campaign and introduced me to the joys of gardening. I returned
to the village last year and saw the old allotments. All sign of cultivation
had gone and I could not imagine that anyone would consider establishing
an allotment on that barren plot again. We exchanged our egg ration for
poultry food and kept chickens. My older brothers protested that they had
homework, but I willingly looked after them. We had six Rhode Island
Red/ White Sussex cross and each individual produced a distinctive egg;
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over 30 eggs a week for most of the year. Their diet was mostly vegetable
peelings and kitchen scraps supplemented with meal and buckwheat or
whatever could be found. Any surplus eggs were preserved in isinglass.
Runner beans were preserved in salt for use over winter. One of our
neighbours kept pigs and we, along with other families supplied all the
food waste not required for the chickens in exchange for a joint of pork to
supplement the meat ration.
My brothers went to a Secondary School in Port Talbot by train and had a
school lunch. I went to the local junior school where school lunches were
available to children who qualified for free lunches. Other children could
have lunch, but numbers were limited with priority given to those who
lived furthest away and I did not qualify. Some days, however, there
would be a spare lunch or two and I would run home to tell my mother
and run back to enjoy a cooked school lunch. I really must have been
hungry.
The local farms were short of workers at harvest time and fit young lads
were welcome. Getting bored with turning the hay with a wooden rake I
asked if I could help taking the hay to the hayloft. The farmer agreed with a
pleasant smile. I enjoyed riding on horseback or spread eagled on top of
the hay wagon, but the hayloft itself was so hot, dusty and sweaty I was
soon back in the fresh air of the open fields. At the end of the day the
farmer’s wife provided a meal of ham, beetroot, potatoes, bread, cheese
and butter, washed down with diluted milk, all produced on the farm.
My father had uncles with farms around Brecon. It was a long journey by
bus and with much walking, but on our occasional visits we returned with
a welcome addition of farm produce.
Before D-day the hillsides around the village were full of American troops
awaiting their turn to invade Europe. They had a plentiful supply of sweets
that they willingly shared. At last, it seemed that the war might end.
Rationing continued until well after I went to university in 1951. I had a
room in a student hostel and we were each given our own weekly butter
ration, at one point just 2oz, in a paper packet. With no refrigerator we
found that by keeping a clay butter dish wet, evaporation would cool the
butter enough to stop it melting, even on hot summer days.
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Roger Kendal
When I think about my memories of WWII I am always surprised that I
cannot recall any feelings of dread about the situation faced by the country
in the early years of the war. I have, rather, the memory of feeling great
excitement about all the new situations that we had to face, a feeling
encouraged by the regular rousing broadcasts by Winston Churchill, which
I remember well.
I was just 8 years old when war was declared, living in a small village in
the Cotswolds, where my father was the village policeman. It was deemed
a safe place to take evacuees from London and a class of some 30 children,
with their teacher, was billeted in the area. This was quite a shock to the
system at first, but the village soon responded well to these young people
so far from home. It was also considered a suitable place for men of the
King’s Own (Liverpool) Regiment to regroup after escaping from Dunkirk.
Men of the village who had not been called up for military service joined
the Local Defence Volunteers (later the Home Guard), and trained hard to
defend the village. I remember well the great day when the first
consignment of weaponry arrived for them - the twelve rifles were received
by a welcoming party who decided that they should be stored in the safety
of the Police Station and they were hidden from any enemy snooper under
my father’s greatcoat on the Hall stand. The village was defended by two
or three concrete pill boxes supplemented by road blocks consisting of
huge tree trunks that could be rolled into place on wheels, all of which
were great fun for us local lads to play our war games.
We had several airfields in the area, mainly used for training bomber,
fighter and, later, glider crews and inexperienced pilots frequently brought
their aircraft down in local fields. This was a great draw for local boys and,
if the plane had not been badly damaged, the guard would often give us a
good look around the plane.
We were fortunate to have few bombs dropped in the area and those we
had were mostly jettisoned and caused little damage. I do, however,
remember standing in horror one night as we saw the glow in the sky and
heard the crunch of bombs falling on Coventry, some 50 miles away. How
lucky we were!
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Later in the war, American troops were stationed on the park land of the
nearby Sherborne and Great Barrington estates in preparation for D Day.
They were always good for a few packs of ‘gum’ or ‘candy’, particularly if
you had a sister.
At the age of 10 I went to boarding school. Looking back I realize that, as a
spoilt only child, my fears about taking this step were far greater than any
worries I had had when German troops were just across the Channel.
However there were soon so many extra interesting things to be done in
the absence of staff on active service that there was no time to be homesick.
Early one fine morning we were awakened by the unmistakable roar of a
German bomber near at hand. Everyone in our dormitory leapt from bed
and rushed to the windows to see a Heinkel bomber flying low along the
river valley below us. Rapidly catching up was a Hurricane fighter and, of
course, we all waved and cheered as the two planes disappeared into the
distance. We got into severe trouble for ignoring the possibility of stray
bullets or the blast from a jettisoned bomb coming our way, but we felt we
had done the right thing.
The school was surrounded by large area of park land, which was used
from time to time for military training including the dropping of
paratroops. Just before D Day an American heavy engineering regiment
arrived and camped around the edge of our playing fields. They had huge
machines which would follow quickly behind the first troops ashore on D
Day to provide access for heavy transport, tanks and guns. They taught us
the essentials of baseball with some success, -but we tried to teach them the
essentials of cricket to no avail! They disappeared overnight at the end of
May, and we thought of them as we listened to the roar of planes going
overhead on D Day.
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Adele O’Connor
The following relates my father’s memories; his call-up papers record him
as C3. (Unfit for army and navy duties.) So, the day after receiving his C3
he signed up as a blood donor and in Stannington, Yorkshire, where he
worked in the Co-op, he signed on with the Local Defence Volunteers
(LDV). He was told to report to the village post office at 8pm for night
duty.
“There were 5 other fellows there with a couple just inside the door. Mr.
Goodlad (he was a neighbour some time later and the family kept a supply
of sweets for sale to us local children in their front room. These were
rationed until 1952) Mr. Goodlad issued us each with an LDV armband and
told us to put it on one arm. Next a rifle was thrust in into my arms, the
only time I’d seen a rifle was on soldiers’ shoulders parading at St John’s
Church, Middlewood. I later learned this rifle was a 303. Next to be thrust
in my hand was a clip with 5 rounds of live ammunition. “What the hell” I
thought, “Is someone going to face a firing squad?” I couldn’t have hit a
barn door at ten paces! Then an army truck drew up and we were told our
duties: “To relieve the soldiers guarding Strines Dam.” (Sheffield was
ringed with reservoirs, its most famous, Ladybower, was used to practise
the bouncing bomb) None of us knew how to load a rifle! We were taken
over to Strines and spent the night “guarding” the dam. In the morning we
were picked up to be returned to Stannington Post Office. There I was told
to report to Underbank Chapel (The village Unitarian Chapel) on Sunday
at 10 am for training. In charge was Capt. Hughes (later to become
Colonel}, Platoon Sergeant Goodison, Sgt Wilson and Corporal Guite.
Guite and Goodison were old soldiers and Goodison later became a
neighbour and friend. There were about 20 of us as “other ranks”. The 20
all worked in either Dysons or Wraggs, the local clay factories. We had all
been issued with rifles 303s for it was to be rifle drill. We were all lined up
on the road outside Chapel (Rails Road) and what a motley crew! Some
comedians, some serious, some didn’t know right from left and then the
spectators. We were shown the stand at ease position, slope shoulders,
present arms. Sgt Wilson took command, with Hughes and Goodison
looking on. The spectators were also looking on and were also work mates.
Most of the men had nicknames. The spectators offered encouragement
and support “Good owd Dunner”; some decent and some not so decent
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comments. Presenting arms was a little more difficult but we did get it
eventually. After a break we had marching with rifle. We formed in a
double line; in fours; no.1 step to rear, no. 2 to the left: absolute chaos to the
great glee of the audience. We marched up and down until midday and
that was the end of that session, with 8pm to 9.30pm on Wednesdays plus
the 2 hours every Sunday morning. We kept up the rifle training and
improved a bit but men kept leaving and new ones joined so success was
limited. We had a night duty once a fortnight. In the LDV we had been
issued with a denim uniform and forage cap and became the Home Guard.
Air raids were numerous; Sheffield was circled with barrage balloons; an
anti-craft unit was sited in the lower village with a search light and a
corresponding unit on the hill opposite at Loxley Chapel. It all happened
one Thursday night. The sirens went on my home along Langsett Road,
Middlewood. I had seen the Barrage Balloons go higher but thought
nothing more. So I walked on towards Malin Bridge and called in at a
friend’s. He was an Auxiliary Fireman. He decided the All Clear would
sound before he could reach his post at Woodseats. So we started playing
solo. There were these heavy thuds and bangs and we thought it was the
ack ack up Wood Lane. It got worse but we continued playing. The lights
had gone out but we played by candle light. Suddenly there was a banging
on the door “Get in your shelter. There’s an unexploded bomb dropped
near Mouse Hole” (Malin Bridge). When we got outside the sky over
Sheffield was red and orange coloured. We never realised it was as bad as
that!
The All Clear went about midnight and I started walking home. On Taplin
Road there was glass in the road; the windows of the Taplin Road Branch
(of the Brightside and Carbrook Co-op) were blown out and goods were
lying in the street; Middlewood Road wasn’t too bad but when I reached
Leppings Lane things looked bad. When I reached my house in Bickerton
Road I was staggered: lace curtains fluttering, broken windows and plaster
everywhere. It was off walls, ceilings (bar the kitchen ceiling) and no
mother and father. I was thinking of looking in the cellar when in they
came: father’s face black as a coal miner’s. They were by the fire apparently
when there was a massive bang, a cloud of soot had fallen and they
decided to go in the shelter with their neighbours. The morning after the
Blitz, I walked to work but couldn’t go in the Stannington Branch because
there was an unexploded bomb and we had to wait till it was defused but
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the shop itself hadn’t suffered any damage. There was another Blitz
Sunday night but it was only mild compared with Thursday night.
The Home Guard was progressing merrily. We were taught the art of rifle
loading and then came the Rifle Range and practice; then on to the
bombing range at Chapeltown to be taught the art of throwing live
grenades. Luckily it was a regular army sergeant in charge who reacted
swiftly when the pin was pulled and the grenade dropped. We were
practising on a 6 second fuse rather than the regular 3 second fuse. Then
we learned how to make and throw Molotov cocktails. As the (new)
corporal, I was to be in charge of the Bazooka weapon! Now we were all
but ready for the invasion merely gas mask training left.
We had done our stint guarding Strines and Hollow Meadow Dams and
were back in Underbank school room for night duty. First we lit the fire,
chucked on a bucket of coal and settled for a game of billiards. A knock
came at the door, as Corporal, I opened it. It was Captain Hughes. “Playing
billiards? I’ll have a game” said he. When the evening was over, he pulled
me to one side and tore me off a strip: improperly dressed (no-one had
their gaiters or tunics on); not armed when opening the door; not out on
patrol!
Dad’s Home Guard trousers did sterling service as gardening trousers well
up until I left home in 1962. My mother “inadvertently” threw them away
when they moved some years after that causing serious friction I believe.
You all thought the TV programme “Dad’s Army” was a fiction for laughs!
There were serious comments in his diary such as:
“Little extra luxuries in the grocery line got scarcer and so did the arguments
increase. But this war didn’t cause the food problems as the 1914-18 war did.
Everybody received their rations with outdoor and agricultural workers receiving
extra cheese. Shop working hours were reduced to 40 hours a week. We got married
in 1941. The reception was austere to say the least. I could have got all the
ingredients for a cake but I refused. People weren’t going to say ‘Oh he works at
the Co-op!’ (Mum never forgave him!) Her brother, Fred, managed to get a bottle
of sherry and there were sandwiches.”
Mum was the midwife and nurse in the village. She had a car but if she was
called out in the night, driving was a nightmare. The car head lights had to
be hooded with only a pinprick in the centre. Her brother went with her to
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get the car, tell her to switch on the lights, then came “Put out them lights”
This came from the neighbour, head of Civil Defence, uncrowned king of
the village. The reply from Brother Fred “You do and I’ll thump you”!
Stannington was on top of a very steep hill, her calls involved steep
ascents, descents, twists, unmade roads. She did say she had got to one
farm delivery by riding a Shire horse the snowdrifts were so deep.
Dad does record theft from the shop by both workers and customers of
goods in short supply. He also talks of ways of allowing the staff bits extra
using the ration coupons and using Milton to bleach out “cancelled”. He
also describes “swops” for example my mother provided her next door
neighbour with a pair of corsets in exchange for a push chair for me! After
the war with sugar still rationed he involved the butcher next door in
making up toffee apples for sale in the shop! Little eggs imported from
Egypt were sold as crocodile eggs!

Saving Salvage

Reproduced from the Henley Standard with kind permission of the Higgs Group.
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Jill Richardson
I was 9 when war broke out and living in Wimbledon.
My father, a doctor, worked in the Ministry of Health in public health so
was very involved in epidemics in the city which were increasing as a
result of poverty and poor diets and ultimately, bombing and poor water
supply.
My first memory is of him preparing the cellars under the house for
habitation.
He shored them up with pit props which all fell down during the first raid
but we continued to sleep there for the duration of the bombing, I believe
this pretty much saved us because a bomb did fall in the road above the
house and the blast blew out all the windows but most of the debris fell on
the houses below.
My mother was a genius with our ration books: 2oz of butter, 2 eggs and
4oz of meat a week. Offal was not rationed but scarce and the rumour was
that the butcher gave it out for ‘favours’ received. My Mum must have
given quite a few favours because we seemed to have plenty of sausages.
One week there was an egg left over so she threw it in the air and shouted
‘catch’ but it landed on the ceiling and all we got were dribbles in our hair!
I remember laughing a lot during this time.
We had recipe books for Lord Woolton’s1 carrot and onion pie and other
delicacies. My dad had an allotment and also cultivated a bank of wild
blackberries which we had to harvest for bottling. A friend from the
country sent us a chicken once, but our boxer dog intercepted it and the
only thing left was the label from the package.
Our clothes were pretty ropey. Apart from my school uniform: one shirt,
one jumper, one tunic, which were washed every Friday evening in
readiness for Monday morning. Clothes were rationed and we had very
few. Most clothes had the Utility label inside and were extremely dull. I
made a blouse from my Father’s old shirts and a visiting airman gave us a
bundle of silk maps of France which were no longer needed and I made

1

Minister of Food
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these into a rather fetching skirt. We were always sewing and unravelling
old jumpers to make new ones and collecting cast offs. I don’t remember
feeling sad about any of this. It all seemed quite fun and, at nine I was
proud of my creations.
In 1944 some Australian Airmen were billeted on us. Our food improved a
great deal then! One of them returned in about 1960 and said we had all
looked very poorly with plenty of minor infections like styes and sores
around our lips and finger whitlows. I don’t recall feeling ill at any time
but we must have been very run down.
Austerity is a great leveller and I remember collecting shrapnel off the
roads with a group of children I had never met before. One of them was an
entrepreneur and knew how to pass on our collection. I am still waiting for
my share of the profits.

Specimen Clothing Coupon Book

During the war people were urged to “Make do and mend”. Each person
was given a Clothing book containing sufficient coupons to buy one new
set of clothes each year.
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Janet Scorer.
My memories of WWII are essentially of my father Rupert Thomas
William Harwood, who served in Bomber Command.
I was born in 1932 and 21 months later my sister Shirley was born. We
lived in Slough
At the beginning of the war if an air raid siren went mum would shove
Shirley and me into the coalhole cellar that was in the kitchen under the
stairs. Dad was in the RAF.
Dad was away learning how to fly a plane and previously I had asked him
what job he had to do in the plane. He explained that it was a Lancaster
Bomber and there were 7 crewmembers, the pilot, bomb aimer, navigator,
wireless operator, flight engineer, rear gunner and upper gunner.
Eventually he was selected to be the crew’s wireless operator/ air gunner.
Some times when he came home he’d bring his Morse code equipment and
practice his ‘dit, dot, dashes’ in the kitchen.
When the crew practiced night flying they were issued with sticks of sugar
barley to keep them awake and once Dad posted home a biscuit tin full of
barley sugar. He had collected the surplus candy the other crewmembers
and he had not eaten.
On the 19th July 1944 both Shirley and I were in our schools when we were
called out of class by our form teachers. When I reached Grandpa
Harwood’s sitting room mum was there and they were all crying. Mum
had received a telegram from the War Office saying Dad’s plane had
crashed and he was PRESUMED dead. No body was found so we thought
there was hope that he was a prisoner and every evening at 9oc Mum
would tune into Radio Luxembourg to hear Bruce Forsythe read out the
names of servicemen, who had been captured. After two years Mum
received another communication to say that as no body had been found it
must be ASSUMED that Dad was dead.
Our lives were not very nice for a few years, we missed Dad so much and
still do; I think of him every day. Mum often got upset. We didn’t seem to
have much money although Mum received a Widow’s pension from the
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RAF and as Dad had joined the RAF Benevolent Fund they paid for Shirley
and me to be educated privately.
While shopping in Slough in the 1970's we met Dad's eldest sister who told
us she had a photograph of Dad's grave. I was astounded. In 1944 a sister
of one of the crew members was a nurse in France and visited the crash
site. She was shown the grave by the villagers and told the details of the
crash. Nurse Grant contacted my grandmother but Grandma and mum did
not communicate very much so therefore we were not told.
Years later I visited Ussy sur Marne where older members of the village
showed us Dad’s grave and they told us that all the villagers had turned up
for the funeral and how the Germans had stamped on the flowers and
crushed them. They were, however, stopped by the German ace pilot who
had shot down Dad’s plane and he said, “Today it is them, tomorrow me”.
Bomber Command 619 Squadron flew from Dunholme Lodge airfield and
information is kept in Thorpe Camp Museum where there is a cabinet
dedicated to my father showing photos of him, the crew, the wreckage and
little notes from us to him.
Every Year we attend the 619 Squadron Reunion at Dunholme Lodge with
one of my children so that they can learn about their Grandfather.

Rupert Harwood and family.
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Angela Spencer-Harper
In 1941 the Germans sent over a device which became known as 'delayed
action' bombs, suspended on small parachutes. At that time my
grandparents and their two daughters were living in a terraced house,
number 95 Kenwyn Drive, Neasden, about ten miles from the City of
London. They were fast asleep when suddenly when they heard a great
crash and bits of brick and mortar came down the bedroom chimney. The
family got clothed as fast as they could and went out in the street where
terrified neighbours were gathering together to exchange their experiences.
However, they had little time to wait before police and A.R.P. men rushed
in on motorbikes and ordered everyone to go a hundred yards the road,
where they stood in the cold, trying to imagine what the brave soldier,
trained to deal with this 'unexploded bomb', was doing and praying for his
safety. Very soon the people, who lived in that part of the road, came out
with cups of hot tea and whatever rationed food they could spare - some
brought the elderly and mothers with children into their homes. The bomb
was defused but my grandparents and aunt had to go into temporary
housing for six months whilst the rectification was carried out and life
returned to a sort of peace.
I was born in 1932 and, up until 1939 life had been wonderful for my
parents - two lovely children and a newly built four bedroom semidetached house with a golf course behind our garden. This was in
Stanmore, Middlesex, near to Harrow, about 20 miles from central London.
However, when Churchill pronounced that we were at war with Germany
the bombs started to fall. My mother promptly telephoned her aunt in
Somerset and arranged to take her two very young children to safety,
whilst my father, who had been a manager of a large shop-fitting company
and knew all about buildings, volunteered for the A.R.P. (Air Raid
Precautions) whose job it was to search for missing people in the ruins of
bombed buildings.
Even after the war ended he would not talk about his role, though my
mother said the thing that haunted him the most was to have found body
parts of children as well as adults. Daddy maintained this night work
throughout the war, after a day's employment in a Civil Service office, but
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as soon as the war ended he collapsed with a 'nervous breakdown' which
he could not shake off for almost three years.
Mummy, my little brother, Tony, and I stayed in Somerset for a year until
the beginning of' the 'phoney war' at which time my mother brought us
home. The Battle of Britain had kept England peaceful again for a few
months until the night of the 29th December 1940, which was one of the
worst air raids, leaving a tremendous area of destruction in the City of
London. Thankfully St Paul's did not suffer much damage, but the East
End and the Docklands were almost obliterated.
That night my father was at home, which was unusual. He came into the
brick shelter that he had built, in his spare time, inside the brick garage
attached to the house, while we were in Somerset. He woke me up, took me
out to the back garden and stood me on the top of the coal box in order for
me to see the eastern horizon glowing orangey red. My mother rebuked
him as she wrapped me in a big blanket, but he said "That's better, yes, but
I want her to see this for herself and hopefully, she will never forget this
night - it will probably be called the Second Fire of London!
He was right, because six years later I started work as a secretary in a
company in the City of London. From my office window in Moorgate I
could see straight across to St Paul's Cathedral. I often walked to it at
lunchtime and either side there was just big holes that had once been
basements of big brick buildings. Where some soil still stayed colourful
wild flowers had grown, chiefly Buddleia. One day I went down to the
docks to see the damage for myself, but, of course, it was all cleared and
new warehouses were being built!
Almost as soon as the war started, the military took over a hill a short
distance from our back garden and installed a large anti-aircraft gun,
known by our neighbours as Big Bertha.
Not many bombs fell around our house in Stanmore, Middlesex, but, as the
RAF Fighter Command was only about a mile away armament plus a
barrage balloon had probably been placed there for the protection of this
most important of bases.
One night when I couldn't go to sleep, because of the noise made by the big
gun, even in the safety of the brick shelter that my father had made in the
garage, which was attached to the house, he came in one night to kiss his
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ten year old daughter "goodnight" but I told him that I couldn't go to sleep.
Then I exclaimed with great vehemence: "I really hate those Germans, I
absolutely hate them!!” Daddy was a very wise man. He didn't go to
church, but he read the bible and thought highly of the Christian way of
life. He said: "You mustn't hate anyone. When this war is over, perhaps
about five years afterwards, you will be able to go to Germany on a
holiday. It is a beautiful country and the people are very pleasant. "All
this", he said, waving his arm into the air, "is because of a very wicked man
who makes his people do these things!"
I went back to bed but I remember saying to myself: "I still don't care, I still
hate these Germans!" However, Daddy's words did come true. When I was
about eighteen, in 1950, I went to the Proms in the Albert Hall and found
myself sitting by a good-looking young man, about ten years older than
myself. During the interval he spoke to me and I could tell that he was not
English. I asked him what nationality he was but I noted that he didn't say
'German'. Instead he said "I come from Cologne." I had recently been given
a Christmas gift of a small bottle of Eau de Cologne and told him so, while
I was, at the same time, realising that he was German. Even so I accepted
his invitation to go to the bar for a cup of coffee.
When we parted at the end of the concert, I told him where I lived and
asked him to come to our house - my parents always stressed that I should
bring my friends home to tea. To my surprise my mother said she would be
happy for him to come the next Sunday afternoon. My father agreed but
said he couldn't be there - he was full of sorrow at that time because his
younger brother had been killed in Libya.
Nevertheless, they bumped into each other on the path going to our house
and then Daddy decided to stay after all. While I was helping Mummy to
get the tea ready they were chatting as if they were long lost friends.
Werner Reuter was a journalist who worked for the famous newspaper
Deutsche Welle, but he had been an army officer on the Russian front and
there determined that when the war was over he would do all he could to
make peace work on a man to man basis. At the end of the war, he was sent
to England to learn about democracy.
After this he visited us quite often because he was working and billeted at
Beaconsfield, in Buckinghamshire. He also met my fiancé, Bob. A year later
he returned to Cologne and then his mother's invited me to come and stay
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with her. This I did, and found her to be very gracious. In fact she was a
Grafin (Countess) and a secretary to the Chancellor of West Germany,
Konrad Adenauer. I stayed with her for about six weeks and in that time
Werner took a few days leave and took me down the Rhine in his little
black Volkswagen car that he had named 'Das Puncheon' ('the Full Stop,
because it was so small!?').
He came often to our house and, when he married a young woman who
was a photographer he brought her too. Later they had children and we
had also married and had children.
They came almost every year at one time, and slept a night in our caravan
on the front drive of our house in Gerrards Cross. Werner died several
years ago about the same time as my father, whose words, said so long
before, really did come true!

Specimen Identity Card

Identity Cards, to be carried at all times were issued to every person in
September 1939. Initially brown in colour, a blue version was issued in
1943 for adults.
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John Syrett (Pam Syrett)
John was born on January 1st 1926. He grew up in Stepney and at the age of
11 was offered a place at the London Nautical School, Rotherhithe. At the
outbreak of war he was evacuated with the school to Newquay in South
Wales. When he was 16 he signed with Runciman Shipping as an
apprentice.
“I travelled from Euston to join
the ship at Tail of the Bank at
Greenock. Bert Skinner was with
me. The trains were packed with
soldiers and I stood for 12 hours terrible. Finally we arrived and
were taken out to join the ship.
We had been told it was a motor
vessel, but the Westmore turned
out to be a Tramp. We begged to
go back to the shore but no luck,
so we climbed up the rope, very
smart in uniform and whites to be
greeted with “Go to your cabins
and change into dungarees and
get the coal from the boat” so we
hauled up the bags hand over
hand.
My first trip at sea in convoy saw
us carrying anthracite coal across the Atlantic and in an atrocious storm the
cargo shifted so we had to leave the convoy. There were 5 holds and the
shifting boards had been stowed away so the ship listed to 45 degrees and
the frames of the ship were shattering with the list. “ALL HANDS on
DECK”. We used scoops and hatch boards to try and push back the coal
but couldn’t recover the list until the next day when a Corvette came with
shovels and winched them across, so we were able to limp into Boston. As
this was our first trip Bert and I were taken to the Immigration Office to
register. The escort had a Tommy gun in case we deserted but we were too
busy looking at the mean and dirty back ends of the apartment blocks, not
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at all like the glamour we had seen on films. We spent a week in harbour
and then carried back high explosives and flour and a special present for
the Russian women from Coty, to be shipped on from the UK in the
Russian convoys. The ‘present’ was sanitary towels, stored on deck and
guarded by a sailor with a Tommy gun.
There were many trips to New York. Once on our way to the Apprentice
Club we travelled on the 23rd Street ferry to Manhattan and saw the
Normandie lying on its side- just a hulk. Once it had been the most elegant
ship in the world but had been requisitioned and accidently set alight by a
welder. From the Club the Secretary of the Conrad Hilton invited a few
boys to Thanksgiving Dinner but the elegance and style were not
something we could cope with so we made excuses and left.
Another trip saw us carrying 6,000 tons of cargo – whisky, every brand you
could think of and a special cargo of 200 tons for President Roosevelt, there
was an armed guard on this. Of course the cargo was broached; when
unloading the dockers were drunk in the bottom of the ship and I took 3
bottles and sold them on the 23rd St. Ferry. My wages were £10 a year.
Nov. 1943 the alone and empty MV Westmore travelled across the Atlantic
and through the Panama Canal, I steered the ship through the canal with a
marine standing behind with his Thompson submachine gun pressed
firmly in my back as I navigated through the ‘Cut’. We spent Christmas in
Auckland and I have never seen such stacks of wine and spirits. When we
entered Napier there was nobody on the street because all the men had left
to fight the war. I was told to go and scout ashore so I found the Mission
and a girl who was the daughter of the Manager of the Westminster bank
who was very enthusiastic. She arranged a dance that night in our honour,
and even the Captain who was a miserable s-- went to the dance.
The next day we loaded with merino wool and rubber and returned across
the Pacific. I saw the Emden, Pitcairn Island and the Galapagos then
through the Panama again and up the coast of America. At anchor there
was a blow back from the boiler and the 4 th engineer was badly burnt. He
was carried up onto the deck and got relief from the -4°C temperature. I
can see him now standing bare-chested, arms raised, getting relief from the
cold air.
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On another trip in 1943 into Chateaux Frontenac in Quebec we docked
early around 6 am in Wolfes Cove below the Heights of Abraham. In the
distance we could see and hear a marching band and an American train
with a Pullman carriage draw side by side with another train. Winston
Churchill was there in secret to meet Franklin Roosevelt. From the ship I
saw the two trains converge. This was the meeting to agree to the invasion
of France and secretly share nuclear technology.
Christmas 1944 saw us in Ghent and the Battle of the Bulge was underway.
We were taking in ammunition, prefab crosses, stacks of them made of
aluminium, in packs. The 2nd Mate was in charge of the ships pistol and he
went ashore with it. He was a bit of a loner and never mixed with anybody.
I happened to go to his cabin and there was blood everywhere. I never
inquired about what he had been up to. It was frantic and lots of people
made a lot of money, stealing from the war materials and there was very
little law and order only fear, chaos and bitter cold.
The Empire Marshall was being built at Bidstone, near Liverpool, so I
joined at Liverpool. The ship was fitted with radar that was secret at the
time and guarded by naval ratings. I actually used it on the Bridge before it
was taken off in Gibraltar. Also there was Paravane gear, and a Bofors anti
aircraft gun so it was a defensively equipped merchant vessel but the war
had ended. I joined September 1945 and VJ Day was in August so very
quickly the war stuff was stripped out. I shipped out in the November for a
20-month voyage to the Far East via the Med and Suez. The ship was a new
heavy lifting, Ministry of War Transport and carried jeeps and supplies to
the Far East.
We docked in many ports and had time to do some exploring, we went
ashore to Les Chiones Portugal and ate lobster claws in a bar, Gibraltar,
Malta I hated as it was a burnt out rock and heavily bombed during the
war, through Suez, Singapore, Bombay, Calcutta, Indo China, Saigon,
Hong Kong and Hiroshima. We were actually the first ship to visit the city
since the dropping of the atomic bomb. We went ashore and took photos. I
saw the raw devastation and looked through the hole in the wall to see the
Japanese midget submarines intact and still waiting.”
John eventually left the Merchant Navy, becoming a research scientist at the Royal
College of Surgeons and Charing Cross Hospital, London.
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John Whiting
I was two and a half at the beginning of the London Blitz (1940-41) and
one of my earliest memories was awakening to being carried down
stairs in a mass of bedclothes to a thunderous cacophony of antiaircraft guns. We all entered the Morrison shelter my father had
erected in the front
room. This shelter was
like a steel table with
very strong steel legs
and bounded by mesh
panels with an entry in
one side. The shelter
was assembled from a
list of parts and
designed to protect the
occupants if the house took a hit and collapsed. Being very heavy it
left a lasting imprint in the carpet which didn’t impress my mother!
In 1943 I was living in Harrow on the Hill, north of London, and had
started school at Vaughan Road Primary School in the September. At
first travelling to and from school presented no problems and the
prime occupation was looking for pieces of shrapnel which had fallen
from exploded anti-aircraft shells the previous night. Our school, like
many buildings, had its windows crisscrossed with tape to prevent
glass shards being blown in to the classroom in the event of an
explosion.
Germany started a final campaign against England on 14 June 1944 by
launching the first of its terror weapons the V1, or Vergeltungswaffe
meaning revenge weapon. Over the next four months 6000 civilians
died and 18000 were injured. Britons, after surviving the Blitz in 1941,
had begun to relax their guard
slightly but were in for a shock
and called the new weapon
“doodle-bug”. All London tensed
daily when they heard its distant
hum growing to a loud to harsh
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rattle, which diminished as it flew on or stopped abruptly, followed a
few seconds later by the roar of one ton of high explosive detonating
as the V1 dived into the ground. My father, home on leave from the
RAF, on seeing a V1 one night with its fiery exhaust, cheering “they’ve
hit it!” but was blown off his feet when it suddenly dived and
exploded.
The V1 was a small pilotless aircraft with an Argus pulse jet engine
launched from sites in northern France and Normandy. Its stuttering
exhaust note left no doubt as to what was approaching. The V1 was
joined by its big brother the V2 in September 1944. This weapon was a
ballistic rocket which launched
vertically to the edge of space
whereupon it plunged back to earth at
over four times the speed of sound.
With the V2 there was no warning of
its approach. If you heard a “whoosh”
it had missed you and you were alive.
After D Day the V1 sites were
destroyed or forced back to Belgium
until they were out of range of
England. The V2s had the advantage
of being able to be launched from
mobile sites, hidden in shady groves,
behind barns; once launched the
launcher could move on.
The British employed several methods of defence against the V1. Lines
of anti-aircraft guns were set up within V1s’ flight path, fighter aircraft
could just about catch them, and mis-intelligence was arranged to get
back to Germany that the V1s were falling North of London. The
Germans compensated by decreasing the range and thus under shot
London.
My mother eventually decided to seek some respite from the daily
tension of the bombing and we evacuated to Groby, a village in
Leicestershire. Here the lifestyle was completely different. War? what
war? I started at the local primary school where I was chided for my
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southern accent and pronunciation. For example, bus was to be said
boos, and butter - booter!
We moved back south in the Spring of ’45 when the doodlebug threat
was eliminated by the overrunning of launching sites – but the V2 still
continued at a reduced rate. Luckily our house survived without
losing even a window. Not too far away there were several V2 hits.
Nothing remained except a big hole. One landed in a cemetery in
Harrow; the Keeper’s house took the main blast. I remember looking
from the No.183 bus that passed the cemetery at a bath suspended in
mid-air from a solitary wall and chimney stack.
V2s killed and
injured 9000
civilians by the
time of the last
one in March
1945. The tension,
particularly by the
pulsating tone of
the V1 doodlebug
was still apparent
months after they
stopped.
One sunny day in 1945 I was playing at the bottom of our garden in
Harrow when an aircraft flew over with a particularly harsh nasal
engine tone. My mother on hearing it rushed out to call me inside, but
both of us, realising something was telling us to flee, were frozen with
fear and unable to move. In seconds the situation moved on but it
demonstrated how people had been conditioned to react to the noise.
As the end of the European war evolved and things returned to “normal”
people battled on against rationing and shortages.
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